Who uses my health data?
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groups

Secondary data sources

lectronic Health Record (EHR)  
companies have access to and  
sometimes ownership of the data in  
13
their EHRS. 

Many will de-identify and sell my healthcare
data. The Practice Fusion model was one of
the first to sell data to pharma and
advertise drugs directly to providers.
E

the provider group
medical encounter note including name, dob,
diagnoses, prescription, doctors name, when  
and where I saw my doctor, etc.

Many provider groups sell de-identified patient data.

ith access

HEALTH IT middle-men

The ehr company

Primary data sources
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Health IT middle men offer services such as data
warehousing, analytics, performance management
solutions, claims processing, transition support to
value-based payment models, and revenue
optimization. They are used by provider groups,
pharmacies, insurers, and more. 


What PHI or de-identified health information they

have access to and sell has not been measured to
date. The total number of middlemen companies
who can access, use, and/or sell my data is
unknown.
amples of Health IT middle men who work with
health data:
Ex

the pharmacy

Rx

Scenario
At an appointment with my doctor, who... 
1. reviews my blood test results

2. diagnoses IBS, and


my prescription includes my name,
dob, my doctor’s name, medication,
dose, etc.

75% of all retail pharmacies send
some portion of their electronic
records to at least one data miner. 11
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Rx
Rx

Rx

Rx
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3. prescribes Bentyl

The Lab

my blood sample and identification
including my name, dob, sex, ordering
physician, etc.

In 015, nearly 1/2 of all labs send data
to Iqvia (was IMS), labs send data to
other data miners as well.13

Data
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esearchers use many data sources including
Federal and State data sets, clinical study
reports, and more. Some data brokers will give
research centers a discount on population
health data. 11

including longitudinal
records that track my
longterm health and switch
my name for a number. ata
comes from my medical
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market analysis and
targeted advertising
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Pharmaceutical companies


$ Population health data can help pharma
$
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DATA Brokers

$

the government

$

ederal and State health departments
maintain Public Use Files (PUF), de-identified
and limited datasets to support researchers
(ex: utilization and spending data aggregated
at the prescriber, drug name, and generic
name levels). 2 


Throughout the process, my
bank tracks copays with my
doctors office and pharmacy. It
also has record of my monthly
premiums with my insurer.  
Many banks sell customer data.

$
$
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Marketers use health data to target consumers.
For example, marketers have purchased sick
lists of people presumed to have a certain
6
ailment from Acxiom.


“

Digital Advertising (Facebook, Google,  
Amazon, etc) 

Most have thier own sources of data but are
interested in purchasing health data. In Feb of

Data brokers gather health data and health

related digital footprint data, such as health
related purchases, consumer genetic testing,
and apps. EliteMate, a dating service, sells a
list of individuals and their mailing addresses
with AI S/HIV. 

10, 13

ederal or State data sets with Patient Health
Information (PHI) can be accessed through
IRB approval or other application approach.
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reported that Acxiom
had over 3,000 data
segments for nearly
7
every U.S. consumer.”
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Marketers  

Data brokers sell
identified profiles. In
014, the FT

name,
age, se
x,
patient name, ssn,
health
data f
r
o
m age, sex, address,
apps a
nd wea
r
a
bles, doctor, Medical
zip cod
e, purc
hases, history, diagnoses,
brows
er dat
a, like medications, lab
s,
results, insurer,

companies determine which drugs to develop
or invest in. ata inform Pharma where certain
drugs are doing poorly and need more
marketting. Profiles on doctors prescribing
practices lead pharma companies to target
13
certain providers to increase sales. Pharma
can also cross-reference de-identified and
identified records from Miners and Brokers in
order to learn more about individual customers.

$

My Bank

medical claim from my provider to my
insurer including the coded services
provided during the encounter

More than 60 health plans sell data to at
least one data broker. This accounts for
about 60% of all US medical claims
transactions. 
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Research Centers  

$

PBMs collect pharmacy data  
from claims. 

They sell data to pharma companies
who are interested to learn where their
drugs are doing well vs poorly. 85% of
PBMs sell to ExamOne who sells 7
years of an individual’s prescription
13
history to life and health insurers.

my insurer

Data miners use
de-identified data  

ven de-identified, this data can provide
valuable, population health insights and
demographic profiling for individuals.

pharmacy benefit
managers

$

clinical research
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Data users

DATA MINERS

organization, pharmacy, insurance
company, federal and state health
department data, and more. 5
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ro k ers

patient name, ssn,
age, sex, address,
doctor, Medical
history, diagnoses,
medications, lab
results, insurer
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2019,

acebook was caught matching ovulation
health data from an app called Flo to their own
9
users presumably for targeted advertising.
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s, ospitals, and hysician roup
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$ It is often harder for doctors to get data about
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their patients from within the health system than
from the outside. Re-identified data can esh out
a patient’s record. Population data can predict
patient risk. Some data brokers include criminal
records, online purchasing histories, retail loyalty
programs and voter registration data in their
8
reports.
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birthday: June
4th 1981
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Health Insurance 
The ACA denies health insurers to e clude

“I got the meds
yesterday”

likes “Depression
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support group”
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Is it difficult to re-identify data?

esearchers have long demonstrated that it is
10
not difficult to re-identify de-identified data.
One study found that 63% of the population
can be uniquely identified by the combination of
3
their gender, date of birth, and zip code alone.
R

“fastfood near me”

“
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HIPAA and my medical record

MY DIGITAL FOOTPRINT

Medical records can contain history of my health events including hospitalizations, diagnoses,

Social media companies, banks, apps on your phone, browser trackers, and other companies that have access

medication lists, family history. In 1996, HIPAA ruled that medical record data could be shared
if it was de-identified by removing name and a few other personally identifying data.

to your digital foot print sell your data. HIPAA doesn’t regulate this data even though it can paint a vivid picture
of your health. The data may also be used to re-identify de-identified healthcare data.12
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Car Insurance, House Insurance, Life Insurance,
Job application, Cell phone or utility company 
When assessing cutomers’ financial risk, insurers
and even employers may purchase health risk
profiles.
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patients with pre-existing conditions. However,
payers are interested in getting risk scores for
their patient populations to manage populations,
determine an individual’s premium charges, and
even deny coverage.
1, 13
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